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The Anna Freud Centre 

The Anna Freud Centre works with thousands 
of schools and colleges across the country. 
We create and disseminate practical, 
resources, offer training, and share our 
research so that all schools and colleges can 
develop a whole-setting approach to mental 
health and wellbeing based on evidence. 
Wherever possible our resources are available 
free of charge.

Resources and school training
We offer free access to our learning network, 
Schools in Mind. Aimed at school and 
college staff and allied professionals, the 
network shares practical, academic, and 
clinical expertise regarding the wellbeing and 
mental health issues that affect school 
communities. This includes our teacher 
wellbeing work, including 10 steps towards 
school staff wellbeing as a key offer. Sign up 
here or email 
schoolsinmind@annafreud.org to be 
added to the network.

We launched our 5 Steps to Mental Health 
and Wellbeing framework in Autumn 2020. 
The framework comprises five domains, 
each containing simple, practical steps to 
building a whole school or college-wide 
approach to mental health and wellbeing: 
leading change, working together, 
understanding need, supporting staff and 
promoting wellbeing. Users will be able to 
create their own bespoke action planning 
tool where they can update and review their 
progress in implementing the steps in their 
setting.

Mentally Healthy Schools  is a one stop 
shop for primary school teachers and 
leaders, that brings together quality-assured 
information, advice, and resources to help 
primary schools understand and promote 
children’s mental health and wellbeing. 

The website is currently aimed at primary 
schools, with a view to developing resources 
for secondary schools in 2021. 

The Centre has also founded and supports 
the Pears Family School, an outstanding 
Alternative Provision (AP) school. The school 
works with families in a school setting to help 
children return to mainstream education. We 
have developed a programme for APs based 
on its work.

We provide exceptional evidenced based 
training and interactive workshops online to 
develop the key skills needed to support 
children's and young people's mental health 
and emotional wellbeing. Our training 
materials have been expertly written in 
partnership with clinicians and teachers and 
will be delivered by one of our highly 
experienced qualified trainers.

Research and practice 
Headstart is a five-year, £58.7 million 
National Lottery funded programme set up by 
The National Lottery Community Fund, the 
largest funder of community activity in the 
UK. It aims to explore and test new ways to 
improve the mental health and wellbeing of 
young people aged 10 to 16 and prevent 
serious mental health issues from developing.

Wellbeing Measurement for Schools: an 
evidence-based online tool to measure 
pupils’ and students’ wellbeing to help schools 
and colleges understand and plan for their 
mental health and wellbeing.

To find out more about the full range of 
initiatives aimed at schools and colleges, 
please visit our Schools in Mind page and sign 
up here to become a member of the Schools 
in Mind network.

https://www.annafreud.org/what-we-do/schools-in-mind/
https://us13.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=aa2c9f8b722440e7e05bedb82&id=9af9ece843
https://www.mentallyhealthyschools.org.uk/
https://www.annafreud.org/about-us/partnerships-collaborations/pears-family-school-london/
https://www.annafreud.org/what-we-do/schools-in-mind/our-work-with-schools/headstart/
https://www.annafreud.org/what-we-do/schools-in-mind/our-work-with-schools/wellbeing-measurement-for-schools/
https://www.annafreud.org/what-we-do/schools-in-mind/
https://us13.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=aa2c9f8b722440e7e05bedb82&id=9af9ece843
https://www.annafreud.org/schools-and-colleges/training/
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1. Introduction
Thank you for taking part in the Link Programme. It’s a major national 
undertaking with the potential to play a significant role in transforming 
the mental health support we give to children and young people in England. 
It’s been tried and tested, and fully evaluated. We are delighted that you’re 
working with us to extend this programme to children and young people 
in your area.

This toolkit is about how to prepare for the online workshops. It’s a resource 
to make life easier for everyone and ensure that the workshops are a success.

As you know, CCGs are being asked to help organise the programme. This is 
because you know better than anyone who in your area needs to participate. 
This toolkit is about how to prepare for, plan, and organise the programme. 
It’s a resource to make life easier for everyone and ensure that the 
programme is a success.

The Link Programme is the starting point for creating systemic and 
sustainable change in children and young people’s mental health by bringing 
together health and education professionals and organisations so that 
children and young people can get timely and appropriate support when they 
need it. We are excited to be working with you on this important programme.

Introduction
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2. What is The Link
Programme
The Link Programme is a major national initiative which started in September 
2019 and will continue for four years. All CCGs are expected to take part 
and every school and college in England will be invited to participate.

The programme has a simple aim: to bring together education and mental 
health professionals so that more children and young people get the help 
and support they need, when they need it. 

The programme has been reconfigured for online delivery. It consists of 
online modules and two online workshops, bringing together education 
and mental health professionals from across the CCG. As you move 
into the recovery phase of COVID-19, this programme is the starting 
point for creating systemic and sustainable change in children and 
young people’s mental health, whilst delivering the ambitions of the 
NHS Long Term Plan. 

The programme will help with short, medium and long-term planning. It 
is funded by the Department for Education and will be delivered by the 
Anna Freud Centre and our training partners. CCG leads are expected 
to take part and will be 
responsible for recruiting 
the relevant mental health 
and education professionals. 
We will provide the CCG leads 
with a toolkit to support 
them in this process. There 
is no charge for taking part 
in the Link Programme.

What is The Link Programme
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3. This toolkit
This toolkit is to help you plan for the Link Programme online. It 
supplements our other materials which we have already shared with 
CCGs on our website including:

− A three-minute animated guide to the Link Programme

− An interactive map so that schools, colleges and mental health 
professionals can get in touch with their CCGs.

− More information on the CASCADE framework.

− The evaluation of the programme along with some case studies.

− A recruitment booklet for CCG leads.

These documents should give you everything you need to know about 
the Link Programme but if you need more information, please contact 
us at LinkProgramme@annafreud.org. 

We are also providing you with additional materials to help plan 
the programme and to ensure that we communicate and collect 
information consistently.  These materials are available online. They 
include:

− An invitation email or letter for you to send to schools and colleges.

− An invitation email or letter for you to send to NHS CYPMHS 
professionals.

− An invitation email or letter to mental health professionals from other 
organisations.

− A press release for you to adapt.

− Some social media materials for you to promote the Link Programme.

− A copy of the privacy notice setting out arrangements for the data 
processing associated with the Link Programme.

https://www.annafreud.org/what-we-do/schools-in-mind/our-work-with-schools/the-link-programme/
mailto:LinkProgramme%40annafreud.org%20?subject=Information%20Request
https://www.annafreud.org/ccgtoolkit/
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4. What do CCG leads
have to do?
We at the Anna Freud Centre will facilitate the workshops and we will 
provide the materials and the trainers on the days as well as the self-
study modules. However, CCG leads will need to help with the 
planning. There are four stages to making the Link Programme a 
success. They are: 

− Recruiting attendees.

− Contributing at the workshops.

− Supporting the evaluation and sharing best practice.

− Communicating the programme.

Booking

Recruiting
Contributi

ng

Supporting

Communicatin
g

Managing
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5. Recruiting attendees
Your attendees will be organised into cohorts and each cohort will receive 
two online workshops roughly six weeks apart. It’s very important that the 
same people attend both workshops in the same cohort. 

It’s up to you to decide when to start recruiting, and this may depend 
on the number of cohorts that you are running in your area, but if you’re 
new to the Link Programme we would recommend inviting people at 
least one term in advance of the first workshop. 

You should have 25-30 attendees in each cohort, at least 15 from schools 
and colleges and 10 from mental health organisations. This number allows 
a wide range of services to contribute while being a small enough group 
to discuss matters in detail. You will need 15 different schools or colleges 
in each cohort. Since there are inevitable last-minute dropouts, we 
recommend you recruit at least 15 schools or colleges to each cohort to 
ensure sufficient attendance on the day.  

Education professionals will need to commit to approximately 4 hours 
of pre/post workshop study in addition to 6 hours of live workshops. 

Mental health professionals will need to commit to approximately 
4 hours of pre/post workshop study, in addition to 6 hours of live 
workshops for each cohort they attend. 

Attendees will be asked to sign up to the workshops via the Anna Freud 
Centre website. Members of the Anna Freud Centre project team will 
manage these lists and send out instructions for accessing the self-
study modules and the online workshops, ensuring the process is as 
seamless as possible.

Recruiting attendees
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Who should you invite? 
Health 
This will depend on your local services, but the best workshops have a 
range of contributors including:

Ed
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Recruiting attendees
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Education 
The programme is free to every state-funded school and college in 
your area. This includes alternative provisions, special schools and 
others. It is up to you to decide how to organise and prioritise your 
cohorts. Each school or college should send a member of the senior 
leadership team – this person may also be the senior mental health lead. 
It is important that a minimum of 15 different schools or colleges are 
represented in each cohort.

The aim is to get the right blend to join up services and thinking 
between education professionals and children and young people’s 
mental health services. This will vary from region to region, so it’s up to 
you to choose who you invite from your area but please be broad in your 
scope. 

Some things you will need to take into account:

− Do the workshops clash with any training days or any other events 
such as NHS children and young people’s mental health services 
training or school inset days? This is particularly relevant for mental 
health professionals who may have to attend workshops in more than 
one cohort.

− Have you sent reminders? If you’re booking on a course one term or 
more in advance, people will need a nudge or two
to remind them about Link Programme and the dates of the 
workshops.

Recruiting attendees
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Check list: recruiting attendees 

Action Date Done (tick)
I have invited 25-30 people in 
each cohort
Each cohort contains a minimum of 15 
different schools and colleges

Attendees know that they have to attend 
both workshops in the same cohort

They know they must complete the online 
modules prior to each workshop
They know they must take part in the 
evaluation
The online workshops are booked to take 
place approximately six weeks apart 
I have sent out the invitations a term in 
advance (or other suitable time)
I have scheduled in a reminder to attendees 
six weeks before the first workshop 
I have scheduled a reminder to attendees 
one week before workshop 1
I have scheduled a reminder to attendees 
one week before workshop 2

Recruiting attendees
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6. Contributing to the
workshops
Each workshop will last around three hours. We have some flexibility 
on the timings, but the earliest we can start is 9.30am and the latest is 
2pm. Attendees should join the sessions 5-10 minutes early to check 
their technology is working and to ensure the workshop starts on time.  

We have provided an overview of the content of the self-study 
modules and workshops below with information about which sections 
you need to plan and deliver. 

Module Who needs to 
complete it

Time 
required

Content  Delivery 
method

Module 1 – 
Context 
setting and 
aims of the 
programme

Education 
and mental 
health 
professionals

30 mins Introduction to the programme and 
overview of the modules. 

Participants are asked to read the core 
Green Paper proposals and reflect on 
how they are applied to their settings. 
They are also provided with access to 
the Link Programme evaluation report 
and the evidence to show it is working.

Self-
study

Continued overpage

Contributing to the workshops
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Module Who needs to 
complete it

Time 
required

Content  Delivery 
method

Module 2a – 
Mental 
health: the 
challenge

Education 
professionals

1 hour Education professionals are provided 
with some information about the 
mental health (MH) challenge in the UK 
and some of the factors impacting on 
children and young people’s (CYP) MH.  

Participants are asked to submit a list  
of MH difficulties they see arising in 
their setting at least three working 
days prior to workshop 1. These results 
will be collated and shared in the live 
workshop.

Self-
study

Module 2b – 
Mental 
health: the 
education 
landscape

Mental health 
professionals

1 hour MH professionals are provided with 
information about the difficulties 
identifying and supporting CYP’s MH 
needs in the education sector. 

Participants are asked to submit a list 
of MH difficulties they see arising in 
their setting at least three working 
days prior to workshop 1. These results 
will be collated and shared in the live 
workshop.

Self-
study

Module 3 –  
Outcome 
measures

Education 
and mental 
health 
professionals

15 mins An introduction to outcome measures: 
what they are, the forms they can take 
and how they can be used for best 
effect in supporting CYP MH outcomes.  

Self-
study

Continued overpage

Contributing to the workshops
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Module Who needs to 
complete it

Time 
required

Content  Delivery 
method

Module 4 –  
Resources 
and 
signposting

Education 
and mental 
health 
professionals

15 mins Information and resources that 
support the delivery of the Link 
Programme and completion of 
participants’ individual actions.

Self-
study

Live 
workshop 1 

Education 
and mental 
health 
professionals

3 hours The workshop will begin with an 
overview of the common MH needs in 
the locality identified by education and 
MH professionals. The local area lead 
will deliver a 20-minute presentation 
on the local context including current 
and planned initiatives and how the 
Link Programme will feed into long 
term planning. There is an option 
to pre-record this presentation and 
upload it as an additional self-study 
module which participants access 
prior to the workshop. 

The CASCADE framework will be 
introduced, which is used to facilitate 
discussion between education and 
mental health professionals around 
what is working well and what could 
be improved and how. Participants will 
discuss this in groups and will be asked 
to rate where they think the area is 
currently and suggest some actions 
and next steps that could be taken to 
improve joint working. 

Participants will be asked to complete a 
feedback survey at the end of the 
workshop and identify a small, individual 
action they will take before workshop 2.

Live 
workshop

Continued overpage

Contributing to the workshops

https://www.annafreud.org/media/7537/a4-layout-casscade-300518a-spread-view.pdf
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Module Who needs to 
complete it

Time 
required

Content  Delivery 
method

Module 5 –  
Formulation

Education 
and mental 
health 
professionals

45 min An introduction to the 5P’s of 
formulation, a system that enables 
a holistic approach to shaping the 
interventions offered to CYP with 
MH problems.

Participants will be asked to complete 
the 5Ps model and submit feedback 
on how they found the process three 
working days in advance of workshop 2. 
This information will be collated and 
shared in the workshop. 

Self-
study

Module 6 – 
Anxiety

Education 
and mental 
health 
professionals

1 hour or  
30 mins*

For education professionals this 
module will contain information around 
what anxiety is, how it presents in CYP, 
the impact it has on their lives and the 
preventative approaches that can be 
taken in a school environment. There 
will also be information to broaden their 
understanding of professionals and 
services working under the 
MH umbrella. 

All participants will complete an 
anonymised case study where they will 
be asked to think of ways to support a 
child and their family and the potential 
barriers and challenges that may arise.

Self-
study

Continued overpage* Time require varies: 
1 hour for education professionals
30 mins for mental health professionals

Contributing to the workshops
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Module Who needs to 
complete it

Time 
required

Content  Delivery 
method

Module 7 – 
small steps 
feedback

Education 
and mental 
health 
professionals

15-30 
mins

Participants will be required to submit 
feedback on their individual action 
at least three working days prior to 
workshop 2. Feedback will include 
responses to the following:
− What have been the successes?
− Were there any challenges?
− What are your next steps?

This information will be collated and 
shared in the live workshop. 

Self-
study

Live 
workshop 2

Education 
and mental 
health 
professionals

3 hours Feedback on participants’ individual 
actions and how they found the 
formulation exercise will be shared. 
The majority of this workshop will be 
led by the local area lead. The session 
will focus on actions and issues 
identified in workshop 1 and end with 
a clear outline of next steps and what 
will happen as a result of the workshops. 
This session will also highlight any local 
area-specific resources and examples 
of good practice. 

Participants will be asked to submit 
their views online about progress 
achieved since workshop 1 and rate 
where they currently think they are 
on the CASCADE framework.
Attendees will be asked to complete 
a feedback survey at the end of the 
workshop.  

Live 
workshop

Contributing to the workshops
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Local area presentation 

It’s important that the Link Programme workshops address local 
needs. We’ve learned that the best way to do this is for someone with 
a strategic overview to deliver a presentation (20 minutes or under). 
This can be delivered live during workshop 1 or pre-recorded and 
uploaded as one of the self-study modules.  The presentation could 
be delivered by a local authority lead, a commissioner or someone 
with a strategic role in local services. It should include a discussion on 
what the area wants to achieve through these workshops. We have a 
template outline of this presentation which you can use and populate 
with local area information.  

The presentation should give an outline of current work taking place 
across mental health and education in your area.  This gives you the 
opportunity to make it clear to everyone about the aims and vison for 
joint work in your locality. If you are a trailblazer area the presentation 
should include information about Mental Health Support Teams. You 
should also include information on the process for referring into NHS 
CYMPHS. 

Please send the Anna Freud Centre this presentation two weeks before 
your first workshop if you would like it to be available as a self-study 
module in advance of workshop 1. If you would like to deliver it live during 
workshop 1, we will need a copy one week in advance.

Local area presentation – workshop 1
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Local area session – workshop 2

In workshop 2 we set up to 1.5 hours for a session planned and 
delivered by the local area. This might be delivered by the CCG lead, 
someone from the local authority and/or an NHS children and young 
people’s mental health services lead and should focus on actions and 
issues identified in workshop 1.  

For example, some areas use this time to focus on attachment theory 
training, to work on suicide prevention, or to clarify referral routes and 
options. If you are a trailblazer site, you might want to use this session 
to focus on the work of the Mental Health Support Teams. 

It is up to you what you choose to focus on and who is best placed 
to deliver this presentation.  Your session should end with a clear 
outline of next steps and what is going to happen as a result of the 
workshops. We have developed some templates of example sessions 
which you can use, or you might choose to develop your own. 

Our trainers won’t deliver this session for you, but they will be there to 
help facilitate any group discussions and feedback. To do this we must 
receive your presentation one week before workshop 2. 

Local area session – workshop 2
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Check list: Contributing to the workshops 

Action Date Done (tick)
I have organised a presentation for 
workshop 1 and have someone senior 
from the CCG or local authority to deliver 
it.
I have forwarded this presentation to 
LinkProgramme@annafreud.org at least 
two weeks before workshop 1 for it to be 
uploaded as a self-study module 
OR
I have forwarded this presentation to 
LinkProgramme@annafreud.org at least 
one week before workshop 1 for it to be 
delivered live during the workshop. 
I have organised a session for workshop 
2 and have appropriate individuals to 
deliver it.
I have forwarded this presentation to 
LinkProgramme@annafreud.org at least 
a week before workshop 2.

Contributing to the workshops

mailto:LinkProgramme%40annafreud.org?subject=Presentation
mailto:LinkProgramme%40annafreud.org?subject=Presentation
mailto:LinkProgramme%40annafreud.org?subject=Presentation
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7. Supporting the

evaluation and sharing

best practice
The Link Programme is not a series of one-off online workshops. It’s a 
step towards creating systemic and sustainable change by 
supporting education and health professionals to work closely 
together. 

We have built in a continuous learning programme into the 
Link Programme and we’ll share best practice throughout the four 
years to make sure that we all have the opportunity to learn from each 
other.  

Evaluation and quality assurance 

We need to be able to evaluate and quality assure the programme. 
As part of your area’s participation in the Link Programme, CCGs are 
expected to make sure that all attendees take part in the evaluation and 
quality assurance process.  

We are asking attendees to take part in:

 − An online survey before workshop 1. This will take about 10-15 minutes.

− An online survey several weeks after workshop 2, which will also take 
10-15 minutes.
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Attendees will access the baseline survey via Blackboard. An email will 
be sent to all attendees several weeks after each workshop 2 with a link 
to the follow-up survey. 

As part of the evaluation, some areas may also be contacted to provide 
more detailed information after the workshops. These will provide the 
basis for more in-depth case studies and may take the form of focus 
groups or interviews. More information regarding the case studies will 
be provided by the Programme Manager and the evaluation team in due 
course. 

All attendees will also be asked for brief feedback at the end of each 
workshop as part of the quality assurance process. 

− An online feedback survey at the end of workshop 1

− An online feedback survey at the end of workshop 2

We have also published practice examples that illustrate how local areas 
benefited from the Link Programme. You can find them in the 'Evidence 
and resources' section of this page.

https://www.annafreud.org/schools-and-colleges/research-and-practice/the-link-programme-new/ccg-leads/
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8. Communicating The
Link Programme 

This is a national programme. Its success will depend in part on how 
clearly and consistently we communicate it to workshop attendees and 
the public.  

It’s also an opportunity to raise awareness about the need to talk about 
how schools and colleges and health programmes are working together 
to provide children and young people with the help they need, when 
they need it.  

Publicity is important for two reasons; first to spread this important 
message to help people become aware of this programme; second as a 
prompt to encourage– schools and colleges, mental health services – 
and to remind them that they are part of this exciting national initiative. 

We have developed some materials to support you in the process. They 
include a media release and some social media assets on our webpage 
for you to adapt to suit your needs and so that you can contribute to 
promoting mental health literacy. 

Key messages
We have developed some key messages for everyone to use to make 
sure that we have clear and consistent communications. These 
messages can be used in any communications that you send out. For 
example, you may wish to issue a staff communication to everyone in 
your CCG. These messages will set out the main points. You don’t have 
to use all of them all of the time, but all communications should include 
some of these messages. 

https://www.annafreud.org/ccgtoolkit/
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These key messages can be adapted to suit your local area needs, but 
in order to consistently promote mental health around the country we 
would ask you to keep as closely to the content as possible.  

1. The Link Programme is a major national initiative which started in 
September 2019 and, because of the pandemic, has been fully 
available online since September 2020. It’s led by the Anna Freud 
Centre, funded by the Department for Education and supported by 
NHS England.

2. The Link Programme has a simple aim: to bring together education 
and mental health professionals in each local area so that more 
children and young people get the help and support they need, when 
they need it. 

3. Evaluation of the programme to date has found stronger 
communication and collaboration between the education and health 
sectors as a result of their involvement. This builds joint working 
across services, which is now more important than ever.

4. There are clear benefits when schools and colleges engage with 
the Link Programme. Senior staff join an online programme involving 
self-study modules and live interactive workshops, which provide the 
opportunity to link up with local mental health professionals, share 
concerns and build partnerships with them, and influence 
commissioners of services about future support. 

5. Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs) will be leading the 
programme in their local areas, with the Anna Freud Centre offering 
support every step of the way. We have developed a wide range of 
resources to help CCGs, including a comprehensive toolkit for 
planning and delivering the programme.

Communicating The Link Programme
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Additional message for CCGs:
The Link Programme will give Clinical Commissioning Groups the 
opportunity to play a lead role in shaping and delivering systemic change 
in their locality. 

The Link Programme can help you achieve your CCG’s objectives in line 
with the NHS Long Term Plan. 

We’re here to support you and we’ve spent the last five years delivering 
the programme, so we know how to make it work locally - ensuring all 
stakeholders are engaged and benefit from taking part.

Additional message for schools/education sector:
The Link Programme supports staff to spot when young people need 
help and signpost them to specialist services, thereby saving staff time, 
boosting your skills and giving children more effective support.

For school and college staff, the programme will build understanding of 
how and when to make an appropriate referral and what systems of 
support are available. It does this in practical ways, and with an 
understanding of the significant pressure on schools to meet a growing 
level of need.

As a participant, you will join an online learning platform and two 
workshops, supported throughout by your CCG and the Anna Freud 
Centre. Topic examples include outcome measures and formulation. 
Approximately 10 hours is spent on the programme across 
approximately 8 weeks, which previous participants have said is time 
well spent. 

Just a reminder: please always use the phrase ‘schools and colleges’ rather 
than just schools. Colleges are very important to this programme and we 
don’t want them to feel that they are not part of the Link Programme. 

Additional message for mental health professionals:
Children and young people are best supported when mental health 
staff can build partnerships with other professionals across the whole 
community, including in the education sector, improving 
communications and prompting timely and appropriate referrals. 
This is what the Link Programme offers.

Communicating The Link Programme
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Social media
Finally, we have also developed some social media materials for your 
use. Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn are popular platforms 
that can help spread your message. If you have a communications 
team, they will be able to advise you on this. Again, these may need to 
be tailored. We would suggest that you post to support your media 
release and perhaps again ahead of the workshops. Your 
communications teams can advise about when to use them.  

We have included some sample tweets. Please make sure that you tag 
us in all your tweets: @AFNCCF. We have also included a tweet for 
schools/colleges and mental health professionals.  

We have designed some social media assets here  and you can access 
them including some clips from our animation which helps explain 
the programme. 

Check list: Communications
Action Date Done (tick)
I have shared these materials with my 
communications lead 
Internal communications about the 
programme have been sent out
I have adapted the press release 
for my local area and sent a copy to 
LinkProgramme@annafreud.org 
Press release has been scheduled and 
sent out
Social media promotion has been 
scheduled

We want the information in this booklet to be as useful as possible. If 
there’s anything you think we’ve missed or could improve, please do let 
us know on  LinkProgramme@annafreud.org

Communicating The Link Programme

https://www.annafreud.org/ccgtoolkit/
https://www.annafreud.org/ccgtoolkit/
mailto:LinkProgramme%40annafreud.org%20?subject=Press%20Release
mailto:LinkProgramme%40annafreud.org?subject=Question/Query
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